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Abstract 
Numerical computation of the optimal Ito~ norms for the state feedback and the 
output feedback control problems is considered. In 1989, Doyle et al. derived, for a 
given parameter r > 0, necessary and sufficient conditions under which an admissible 
output feedback controller exists, as well as conditions for the existence of a state 
feedback controller. We explore numerical methods to find the infimum of parameter r 
that satisfies those conditions. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In opt imal control  theory, the usage of  the Ho~ norm 
Ilnllo~ := suplln(to~)ll2, 
~oER 
of  a stable transfer function matr ix H(s) gradual ly becomes very popular  in 
performance measure ([8,10]), where t denotes the principal square root  of  -1  
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and 11 • [12 denotes the matrix 2-norm. Hoo control theory is the one that uses Hoo 
norm as the performance index. In 1989, Doyle et al. [8] used state-space ap- 
proach to solve the linear time-invariant output feedback Hoo control problem 
with Fig. 1 the basic block diagram, where G is the plant to be controlled and K is 
the output feedback controller. Both G and K are real-rational nd proper (see 
Refs. [7] or [10] for definitions). The realization of G is taken to be of the form 
CI 0 DI2 , 
C2 D21 0 
where the matrices A, Bl, B2, CI, C2, D¿2, and D2~ are real and satisfy the as- 
sumptions (A1)-(A4) (see, e.g., [7] for the definitions of stabilizability and 
detectability): 
(A1) (A,B1) is stabilizable and (C¿,A) is detectable; 
(A2) (A, B2) is stabilizable and ((72, A) is detectable; 
(A3) D1T2[cI D12] = [0 I]; 
(A4) D2, [Bi x D2~I] = [0 I]. 
The signal w contains all external inputs; the output z is an error signal; y is the 
measured variable; and u is the control input. We denote the resulting closed- 
loop transfer function from w to z by T~w. 
Define 
A ;~BIBI -B2B2 (1.1) 
H~(r) := _cTI CI -A T , 
A • • - 7 ClC1 
Joo(r) := _BiB T -A (1.2) 
Under assumptions (A1)-(A4), [8] then shows that there exists an admissible 
controller K such that [[T~,,[[o~ < r if and only if the following three conditions 
hold: 
(C1) Ho~(r) ~ dom(Rie) and X(r) := Rie(Hoo(r)) >t 0; 
(C2) Jo~(r) E dom(Rie) and Y(r) := Ric(J~(r)) >~ 0; 
(c3) p(X( r ) r ( r ) )  < r 
W ~1 I Z 
Fig. 1. The block diagram. 
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Follows that, [11,17] analyzed the properties of the game Riccati equations 
associated with H~(r) and J~ (r). And many computational considerations in
the design of H~ suboptimal controllers involve the problem of the determi- 
nation of the optimal H~ norm - the infimum of r that satisfies (C1)-(C3). 
Reformulations of this problem that use concave criteria as well as Newton- 
like methods are established in Refs. [11,12,22] etc. In Ref. [21], a different 
approach is given. It only considers a gradient method applied to the spectral 
radius function p(X(r)Y(r)) to find the optimal H~ norm. But it is assumed 
that the spectral radius condition (C3) fails before the two positive semi-defi- 
niteness conditions (C1) and (C2) as r decreases from e~. However, practical 
experiences show that there are systems that do not satisfy that assumption. 
We give one of them in this paper. Besides, we present another method to solve 
the problem that needs no other assumptions than the standard ones (A1)- 
(A4). The method itself also contains the state feedback problem ([22]) solver 
that the Newton-like methods in Refs. [11,12], or [21] do not apply. Further- 
more, it also takes advantage of the monotonicity result in Ref. [17] about the 
geometry of the spectral radius function p(X(r)Y(r)). 
In the paper, we consider the problem of finding the infimum of r such that 
conditions (C 1)-(C3) hold simultaneously, under assumptions (A 1)-(A4). First 
of all, we note by [8] that condition (C1) itself is also a necessary and sufficient 
condition for an admissible state feedback controller to exist such that the 
resulting closed-loop transfer function has its H~ norm less than r. So we 
divide the problem into three subproblems. We first determine rx, the infimum 
of r such that (C1) holds - that is, to solve the state feedback case first. We 
characterize rx in terms of the singularity of the upper-half of the matrix 
stacked up by the basis vectors of the stable invariant subspace of H~(r). We 
then use this to reformulate (C1) and apply secant method to obtain rx. Instead 
of using the costly Newton-method approach, this method uses directly the 
stable invariant subspace of H~(r). Next, we apply the same technique to find 
rv, the infimum of r such that (C2) holds. Finally, we take advantage of the 
geometric nature of p(X(r)Y(r)) to find r* (/> max{rx, r,.}), the infimum of r 
such that conditions (C1)-(C3) hold simultaneously. 
The following notation and definitions are used throughout the paper: 
[A T, A u , A -l ] 
Jim(A)] 
[A(A), A_ (A)] 
[p(A)] 
[O'min (A), O'max(a)] 
the transpose, the conjugate transpose, and the inverse of 
A, respectively; 
the column space of A; 
the set of eigenvalues and the set of eigenvalues of A that 
lie in the open left-half plane, respectively; 
the spectral radius of A; 
the minimum and maximum singular values of A, 
respectively; 
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the zero matrix, and the identity matrix with suitable 
dimensions, respectively; 
the set of all real and complex r × s matrices, respectively; 
the imaginary axis and the open left-half plane, respec- 
tively; 
the real and imaginary parts of complex number 2, 
respectively; 
the empty set. 
A square matrix A is said to be stable if A(A) C C_. A real symmetric matrix 
X that satisfies the real algebraic Riccati equation 
AT) (  + XA -+- XRY  - Q = 0 
is said to be stabilizing ifA + RAT is stable. A Hermitian x n matrix A is said to 
be positive semi-definite, denoted as A /> 0, if xHAx >>- 0 for all x C C" and A is 
said to bepositive definite, denoted as A > 0, ifxHAx > 0 for all nonzero x E C". 
Let A and B be two Hermitian matrices, we write A /> B if A - B/> 0. We de- 
note by A ~ 0 if A is not positive semi-definite. The inertia of a square matrix A 
is the ordered triple In(A) = (vA, CA, ~A), where vA, CA, and z~A are, respectively, 
the number of eigenvalues of A counting multiplicities with negative, zero, and 
positive real parts [20]. We denote by 
the transfer function matrix of a linear system with state-space realization 
2 = Ax+Bu,  
y = Cx+Du.  
Let A, Q, and R be real n x n matrices with Q and R symmetric. Define the 
2n × 2n Hamiltonian matrix 
H := Q -A T . 
Assume H has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Consider the n-dimen- 
sional spectral subspace )~_(H), the stable invariant subspace of H corre- 
sponding to eigenvalues in the open left-half plane C_. Suppose that 
where/'1 and T2 E ~"×". If 7"1 is nonsingular, we can set X := T2Ti -1. Then it is 
well-known ([10], pp. 85-90 ) that X is a symmetric matrix uniquely determined 
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by H, write X = Ric(H). We say H E dom(Ric) if H has no eigenvalues on the 
imaginary axis Co and/'1 is nonsingular; that is, X := Rio(H) exists. 
2. Solution for state feedback case 
Recall the condition (C1) in Section 1: 
Hoo(r) C dom(Ric) and X(r) := Ric(H~(r)) >~ O, 
where the matrix Hoo (r) is given by Eq. (1.1). To find rx, the infimum of r such 
that condition (C1) holds, we first determine the r-intervals in which Ho~(r) has" 
no purely imaginary eigenvalues. Actually, it is shown in Refs. [11,17,22] that 
there is only one such interval and it is an open interval (reb, oo). Furthermore, 
feb is characterized via the formula 
= Ilazll , (2.1) 
where 
Gz(s)=[ (A-ZC~C~)vB~ C~] =B~(sI-(A-ZCTC~)x)-~C~ (2.2) 
and Z = Rio(H2) with 
AT -CTC'] (2.3) 
n2= -B2BT -A  " 
Remark 2.1. Since (Ct,A) and (A,B2) are assumed in assumptions (A1) and 
(A2) to be respectively detectable and stabilizable, it follows that Z := Ric(H2) 
exists and Z/> 0 ([8,19,26]). And we have further that A T - CTC~Z is a stable 
matrix ([8,10]). 
Thus one can apply the bisection method of [5] or the quadratically con- 
vergent algorithms of [4,6] to obtain reb (= [[Gz[[~). This completes the deter- 
mination of the critical point rtb such that Ho~ (r) has no purely imaginary 
eigenvalues for r > reb and H~(r) has eigenvalues on Co for r <~ reb. 
We comment here that the above-mentioned methods [4-6] of computing 
[[ Gz [[o~ (= reb) involve two procedures: The first one is the finding of the largest 
singular value r of the transfer function Gz(s) evaluated at point s = z~o n the 
imaginary axis; the second is the determination of all purely imaginary ei- 
genvalues t~o's of the associated Hamiltonian matrix 
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Hz(r) : [ (A - ZC[C') T I cTc  ] 
- (A  - zc ,c,) 
This seems to risk of instability since Z should be computed and Gz(t~), Hz(r) 
should be explicitly updated. However, inspection of the proof of ([17], 
Theorem 2.7) shows 
A(Hz(r)) = A(Ho~(r)). (2.4) 
So in order to get the purely imaginary eigenvalues of Hz(r), one need not 
compute Z. Instead, one can compute hem directly from Hoo (r) which does not 
involve Z anymore. Thus the instability problem of the determination of all 
purely imaginary eigenvalues of Hz(r) can be tackled. On the other hand, let 
z_(H2) = Im Z2 ' 
then Z = Ric(H2) = Zg~ t . Thus, in view of Eq. (2.2), Gz(tm) can be rewritten 
as  
Gz(to.~) = B~( ,~o l  - A T + cTc1z)-IC~ 
T -1 - -1  ~T = BT(t(oI-A T + C l CIZzZ 1 ) C] 
= BTZ, Az ' (w~)C~,  (2.5) 
where Az(tOa)= t~oZl- ATZ1 + CTC1Z2. The new form gq. (2.5) of Gz(t~o) 
contains two matrix products and one matrix quotient. Thus one can invoke 
the economical method of [15] to compute the largest ingular value of Gz(lOa) 
without computing Z and forming Gz(t~o) first. Though this still needs Z1 and 
Z2 be computed and any inaccuracy in them will affect he computed reb, we see 
from the above discussions that in practice one can invoke Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) 
and use [4] or [6] to quickly get an approximation of reh and then apply a bi- 
section or secant method to improve it. For instance, one can substitute 
"reh = IIGzfl~" for "reb = 0" in Algorithm 2.1 of Section 2.1, then apply the 
secant method iteration (2.24) to improve it. 
Since reb is the number such that A(Hoo(r))N Co = ~ for all r > rpb, and 
A(Hoo(r)) AC0-  # 0 for all 0 < r~reb, we can also use Ha(r) directly to ob- 
tain feb by bisection method and by secant method to accelerate the conver- 
gence. In general, one could not determine the radius of convergence for the 
secant method. So a threshold check is needed: if the secant method is not 
convergent within a prescribed number of iteration steps, say seven steps, then 
bisects several times the interval that the secant method started off with. And 
repeat he above procedures until some stop criterion is met. This method is 
robust and will get re~ without the computation of Z. Furthermore, using 
Algorithm 2.1 and the techniques described in Section 2.2, we always set the 
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final result a little bit larger than the true one. That is, we obtain rgb + ?] ,-~ rg b 
for which it could be verified numerically that 
A(Ho~(reb + ~/)) V~ Co # 0 
and that X(reb + ~l) := Rie(Ho~(reb + ~/)) exists. 
For r > reb, the real Hamiltonian matrix Ha(r) has no eigenvalues on Co. So 
we can find one set of real orthogonal basis vectors for "z_(Ha(r)), say 
Z-(H~(r))  = Im [ rl (r) ] (2.6) 
T2 (r) J' 
where Tl(r), T2(r) E ~"×". If Tl(r) is invertible, then 
X(r) := Rie(Ho~(r)) = T2(r)Tj '(r) 
exists and satisfies the monotone property: 
Theorem 2.1 ([17]). I f  a nonzero X(~) := Ric(Hoo(P) exists and is positive semi- 
definite for some ~ > 0, then X(r)  := Ric(Ho~(r)) exists and is positive semi- 
definite on the interval [~, oo) and obeys the partial order 0 <<.X(rz) <.X(rl) for 
~ <<. rl <~ r2 < zx3. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.1 does not require any special stabilizability or 
detectability condition imposed. 
So that if we find Tj (reb + ~l) is nonsingular withX(reb + q) >~ 0, then we may 
conclude rx = reb, where 1/is the error inherited in the evaluation of reb using the 
methods discussed before. Notice that TI (feb + r/) is forced to be nonsingular by 
us. On the other hand, ifX(reb + q) ~0,  the problem arises since condition (C1) 
in Section 1 is considered. We now use Theorem 2.1 and the following per- 
turbation theorem to reformulate condition (C1), and use this later to find rx, 
the infimum of r such that (C1) holds. 
Theorem 2.2 ([17]). Suppose that R and Q are real symmetric matrices with 
Q >i 0 and e is a nonnegative parameter. Let 
Ho = -O  -A  T , 
and let 
/4,.,= - (Q+d)  -A  ~ ' 
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Assume that Ho E dom(Ric). Then H~ E dom(Ric) for e sufficiently small and 
X~ := Ric(H,) is a continuous function o f t  that approaches to Xo := Ric(Ho) as e 
approaches zero. Moreover, X~. > 0 if Xo >~ O. 
Theorem 2.2 shows the stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation 
ATX + XA + RXR + Q = O 
will retain its property in the nearby perturbed Riccati equation. 
Theorem 2.3. Let reb be defined by Eq. (2.1). For r > reb, let X(r) -~ Ric(Hoo(r)) 
whenever Ho~(r) E dom(Ric). Suppose that X(r2) >~ 0 and X(r l )~O for some 
r2 > rl > reb. Then we have." 
(i) There exists at least one r C (rl, r2) such that T1 (r) is singular, where Tl (r) 
is defined in Eq. (2.6); 
(ii) Let 
rs = sup{rl 1"1 (r)is singular}. (2.7) 
Then X(r) >>. O, for r > rs; and for reb < r < rs, X(r) ~ 0 whenever X(r) exists. 
Proof. (i) Assume that T1 (r) is nonsingular (so that X(r) exists) for every 
r E (rl, r2). Then by Theorem 2.2, the perturbed Riccati equation 
ATx~ + X~A + X~( ~BTBT - B2B~)X~ + C~C1 +J=0 
will also have a stabilizing solution X, with X~(r) ---, X(r) as e ~ 0. Further- 
more, since X(r2)/> 0, by Theorem 2.2 again we have X,(r2) > 0 for e suffi- 
ciently small. On the other hand, because X~(r~)~X(r l)~O as e~0,  
X,(rl) ~0 for e small enough. Now let e > 0 be fixed and small enough. Since 
X~(r2) > 0 and X,(r~)7~0, by the continuity of eigenvalues there exists an 
E (rl,r2) such that X,(f) is singular and X,(r) >~ 0 for all r ~> ~. Using Theo- 
rem 2.1 with C~C1 replaced by CxlCl + el, we have O<~X,(r)<~X,(~) as r/> ?. 
This implies the smallest eigenvalue of X~.(r) equals zero as well for every r >t 
(see Ref. [18], p. 471), since the smallest eigenvalue of X,(~) is zero. But this 
contradicts to the fact that X,(r2) > 0. Hence there must exist an r E (rl,r2) 
such that T1 (r) is singular. 
(ii) Suppose there exists an • > rs such that X(~)~0. Since X(r2)/> 0, by 
Theorem 2.1 we haveX(r) t> 0 for r ~> r2. Hence we must have ~ < r2. From (i), 
there then exists a fl E (a, r2) such that/' l  (fl) is singular. This contradicts to the 
definition of rs. Hence X(r) >t 0 for all r > rs. 
On the other hand, if there exists a 7 ~ (rtb, rs) such that X(7)/> 0. Then by 
Theorem 2.1, X(r) exists for all r ~> y. But this is impossible, because X(r~) does 
not exist. Hence X(r) ~ 0 for rgb < r < rs. [] 
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Remark 2.3. Observe 
31
[ A --B2 BT ] 
H~(r) ---* H := -C~C, -A T J' 
as r ~ ~.  Similar to Remark 2.1, it can be shown that H C dom(Ric) and 
X := Ric(H) >~ O. Therefore we assume in this paper that for r large enough, 
X(r) := Rio(Hob(r)) exists and X(r) >~ O. Otherwise, rx = oc and nothing is 
necessary to deal with. 
When X(reb + ~l) ~ O, Theorem 2.3 together with Remark 2.3 then shows that 
there exists at least one r in (reb, cx~) such that T~(r) defined in Eq. (2.6) is 
singular and that rx = r, is this case, where r, is defined in Eq. (2.7). Theorem 
2.3 also provides a bisection property at rs. Namely, X(r) >~ 0 when r > r, and 
X(r) ~ 0 whenever e~ < r < r, and X(r) exists. Thus the problem of the de- 
termination of r~ reduces to one of finding rs which can be evaluated irectly 
using the bisection strategy. 
In addition to the bisection method, one can also use a variant secant 
method to accelerate the convergence as follows. Owing to Theorem 2.3, we 
have to find rs, the maximum of r such that f(r) = 0, where 
f(r) = O'min(T l(r)). (2.8) 
Because f is a nonnegative function, there might be a cusp for the graph of/" at 
r = rs, see Fig. 2. 
Hence in general the secant method will fail to converge if Eq. (2.8) is 
considered to be directly applied within the iterations. However, the SVD-plots 
are smooth if one considers them together with their reflections along the r-axis 
- that is, to allow the "negative" singular values if needed. So we replace f ( r )  
by - f (r)  whenever  < r ,  then apply secant method to the new f to approx- 
imate r~ (see Fig. 2). To distinguish between the case r < r~ and the case r > r~, 
we use Theorem 2.3 again. That is, we determine the inertia of X(r). I f  
X(r) >~ O, we know that r > r~; i fX(r) ~0, we then conclude r < r,. In order to 
determine whether Y(r):= Tz(r)T{l(r) >>, 0 and to avoid the computation of 
T1-1 (r), especially when/'1 (r) is nearly singular, we use the inertia of TXl(r)T2 (r): 
Theorem 2.4. In(X(r)) = In(T~(r)T2(r)). 
Proof .  Since X(r) = T2(r)T{ -1 (r), we have 
TT (r)X(r)T,(r) = Tf (r)TE(r). 
Thus the two symmetric matrices X(r) and T T (r)Ta(r) are congruent. Therefore 
by Sylvester's law of inertia [18], we get In(X(r)) = In(TT(r)T2(r)). [] 
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Fig. 2. The secant method. 
By invoking Theorem 2.4, we compute the eigenvalues of T~(r)T2 (r) in order 
to determine whether X( ) is positive semi-definite. Similar to the determina- 
tion of reb, the threshold check for secant method must be imposed to guar- 
antee the convergence. Here we would not restate the similar techniques again. 
In Section 2.1, we briefly outline in Algorithm 2.1 the procedures for evalu- 
ating r~. And in Section 2.2 we discuss the numerical details involved within 
Algorithm 2.1. This includes upper bounds on feb, the determination f purely 
imaginary eigenvalues, the computation of/'1 (r) and T2 (r), and the decision of 
X(r) >~ 0 etc. Besides, the stop criterions are also discussed there. 
2.1. Algorithm for solv&g the state feedback case 
Algorithm 2.1 (Bisection and secant method). Given a lower bound r_ = reb 
(e.g., feb = 0) and an upper bound r+ (see Section 2.2), this algorithm computes 
rx, the infimum of r such that condition (CI) in Section 1 holds. Let Tol be a 
threshold for the bisection method to stop and the secant method to start, 
= ½ (r+ + r_), and case# = O. 
Repeat: 
Step 1. Compute A(H~(~)), the set of eigenvalues of H~(~). 
Step 2. Determine the dynamical interval Jr_, r+]: 
Step 2.1. If A(H~(P)) n Co ~ 0, set [r_, r+] = [~, r+]. Go to Step 3. 
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Step 2.2. lf  A(H~(~)) A Co = O, compute the 2n x n eigenmatrix [ TI ] 
of H~(~) that corresponds to A_ (H~(~)). T2 
I f  T2TL 1 >~ 0, set [r_,r+] = [r_,~]. 
I f  T J ;  -1 ~0, set [r_,r+] = [?,r+] and case# = 1. 
Step 3. Update the iterate ?: 
I f  r+ - r_ >~ Tol, update ? by bisection method, i.e. ~ = r++,- 2 
I f  r+ - r_ < Tol, update ~ by secant method with suitable func- 
tions considered: 
Set ? by Eq. (2.22) if case# = 1, by Eq. (2.24) if case# = O. 
Step 4. Stop criterion: 
I f  any of the stop criterions proposed in Section 2.2 holds, then ac- 
cept r, = ~, r+ or r_ according as the corresponding criteria. 
Go to Step 5. 
Else go to Repeat. 
Step 5. Double check: 
Perform Step 1 and Step 2 with ~ = r,. 
I f  T2TI -I >~ 0, find Ar > 0 such that Tl(r, + Ar) is well-conditioned. 
Set ~ = r, + At. I f  T2(~)T(I(~) >1 O, accept rx = f and stop; 
otherwise, set [r , r+] = [~, r+] and go to Repeat. 
Else set r_ = r,, r+ sufficiently large, and ~ = ½(r+ + r_). Go  to 
Repeat. 
2.2. Numerical aspects and error analysis 
In this section we present some numerical aspects and error analysis for 
Algorithm 2.1. 
First of  all, we have to determine an initial upper bound r+ of  rx. In Al- 
gorithm 2.1, we can use, for example, 
r+ = max~ V~IX  t~2t~2x # 0 f '  
In this case, we assume B1 ¢ 0 and we have 
~BIB T X -- B2B 2 ~ O, 
whenever > r+. Therefore, it is expected from [19] that (C1) holds for r > r+ 
in most cases. In practice, we can compute first the maximal singular value 
amax(Bl) of B1 and the smallest nonzero singular value ao(B2) of B2 then set 
O'max (Bl) 
r+-  Cro(B2 ) . (2.9) 
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So this provides an easy way of computing an "upper bound" of rx. Of course, 
this need a priori check for feasibility. When Bl = 0 there is nothing to do since 
then it is obvious that rx = 0. The reason is similar to Remark 2.1. 
In general, disregarding the computational complexity, we can also use the 
bounds in Refs. [9,13] 
r_ =an, ,  r+=2ZaH~,  
i 
where aH,'s are the Hankel singular values of the system with transfer function 
given by Eq. (2.2). This guarantees a right upper bound r+ could always be 
computed. Some computational spects of these bounds could be found in Ref. 
[51. 
In Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1, we adopt a numerically stable, structure-pre- 
serving method proposed in Ref. [1] to compute the set A(Hoo(F)) of eigen- 
values of the Hamiltonian matrix Ho~ if). 
In Step 2, we must determine whether A(Ho~(~))fq C0 = ~. Based on the 
results of a lot of numerical experiments by the authors, we may now assume in 
this paper that all multiple purely imaginary eigenvalues tog's of Ho~(~) have 
linear elementary divisors and that the zero eigenvalues ofHo~ (~) are allowed to 
have Jordan degrees up to 2. Geometrically, this means that for each point too 
on the imaginary axis Co, at most one pair of the eigenvalue paths of Ho~(F) 
meet at to~ with the same f, and then they split into two opposite-directional 
curves along the imaginary axis, see Fig. 3. So we derive the error analysis of 
the computed eigenvalues under that assumption and use this as the criterion 
for judging A(Ho~(~)) A Co = 0 or ~ 0 for the general cases. 
Because all multiple purely imaginary eigenvalues t~o's of Ho~(~) have linear 
elementary divisors and the zero eigenvalues have Jordan degrees ~< 2, all 
multiple negative real eigenvalues -o2 2 of H2(~) and the zero eigenvalues of 
Co 
z /  
/R 
Fig. 3. Curves of eigenvalues of Ho~ (?). 
Co 
0 
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H~ (?) have only linear divisors. The following discussion is then based on the 
error analysis of [1,25]. 
Let 0 ~ to9 = 2 c A(/-/-~(~)), ~o E ~ and ~. be the corresponding eigenvalue 
computed by using the numerically stable method proposed in Ref. [1]. From 
the error analysis of [1,25] we have 
hi c'(n)lln2( )ll2 (2.10) 
I  lly xl 
where e is the machine precision, cj (n) is a polynomial in n of low degree, x and 
y are respectively "suitable" right and left eigenvectors of H~ (~) corresponding 
to -o~ 2 with IIxll = Ilyll = 1. We mention here that x and y can be chosen such 
that 0 << IxTyl ~ 1. 
For the case 0 = 2 E A(H~(?)),  we have the perturbation bound 
cffn) llH~(~)ll2 e, (2.11) 
121 = 12 - 21 <~ [yTxl 
where c2 (n) is a polynomial in n of low degree, x and y are respectively suitable 
right and left eigenvectors of H2(?) with Ilxll - -  Ilyll - -  1. Here x and y can also 
be chosen such that 0 << IxTyl ~ 1. 
We thus use Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) to establish the criteria of judging 
whether the computed eigenvalue ~. lies in the imaginary axis C0 as follows: Let 
f~ = a + bt be a computed eigenvalue of H~(P), where a and b c •. Then from 
Eq. (2.11), in numerical implementations we say that ~ is an approximation of 
the zero eigenvalue of H~(?) if 
X /~+ b 2 = I;~E < 'nlln2(~)l12 • (2.12) 
That is, we say 0 C A(H~(?)) N Co if (2.12) holds. If Eq. (2.12) does not hold 
but 
lal = I~(~)1 ~ nlln2(~)llz~ 
Ibl ' (2.13) 
then from Eq. (2.10) we say .~ is an approximation of a purely imaginary ei- 
genvalue of H~(~). That is, we say b~ E A(Hoo(~))NC0 if (2.13) holds. To 
summarize, we say A(H~(?))  CO C ¢ ~ if either Eq. (2.12) or Eq. (2.13) holds. 
In Step 2.2 of Algorithm 2.1, we have to find the 2n x n eigenmatrix T2 
Ha(f)  that corresponds to A_(H~(~)). We use the numerically stable and 
structure-preserving method of [2] to do it: Let 
- -  
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then we can find an orthogonal matrix 






is in Hamiltonian Schur form, where A(#) = A(~) = A_ (H~(?)) ([2]). More- 
over, it gives 
/FT , ] \  
[12 Uet e 7"1 = 1 Thus, in numerical implementation, if we let if. 2 with T2 " 
computed 2n x n eigenmatrix that corresponds to A_(H~(f)) and let 
Cr ll) 2_(H~(f)) =Im , then from ([2], Theorem 4.5), we have the pertur- 
bation bound ', t 12 j 
dist(2_(H~o(~)), ;(_(Ho~(fi))) < c, c3(n)llHo~(~)l[2 c, (2.14) 
6 
where cs ~ 1 1.1, c3 (n) is a polynomial in n of low degree, dist(., .) is the distance 
function ([14]) between two subspaces, and 
3 = 6(H~(F)) = min{sep(~b T, -~0), sep(~, _~T)}. (2.15) 
Now we consider the problem of judging the positive semi-definiteness of 
T2T( -l. First, notice that T2T( l and T~T2 are congruent. So, to avoid the 
computation of T1 -l when T1 is near to be singular, we check TTT2 instead of 
checking T2Ti -l. Below, we list the detailed procedures for doing this. 
/'1] be Algorithm 2.2 (Subroutine for the determination of T2T( -1 >1 0). Let T2 
computed such that Im = z_(H~(~)) and T2 
Step 1. Find orthogonal matrices U, V such that 
UTTTV = R 1 -~- ~ (upper triangular), 
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VTT2U = R2 =~--q~] (upper Hessenberg). 
Let 
£2= UTT~T2U = R,R2 =N~]. ~ =~.  (tridiagonal). 
(Note that T~T2 = T~TI is symmetric.) 
Step 2. Find an orthogonal matrix W such that 
wT£2w = D = \(diagonal). 
Determine In(O) = (vQ, fin, rco), the inertia of f2. 
Step 3. If vo¢ 0, then D ~ 0 and hence T2 Tl -l ~ 0. 
If va = 0, then D >/0 and hence T2T( -1 >~ O. 
In the following, we analyze the errors associated with the above procedures 
step by step and discuss how to distinguish numerically T2T(I>~ 0 from 
T2TFI~O. 
Error analysis of Algorithm 2.2 for the determination of In(T2T~I). In nu- 
merical implementation, wesee from Eq. (2.14) that T~ and T2 may be written 
as  
with 
T~=7"I+AT, and T2=T2+Ar~ (2.16) 
II&, 112, 11&:l12 <~ ¢3(n)cdHoo(~)ll2 ¢ (2.17) 
6 
From [15] we then have the following perturbation result on RI: 
kl - UTT~V + At~ 
= UT(TI + Ar,)Tv + At, 
= Rl + uT(AT,)Tv + At,, (2.18) 
and 
IlzXt, 112 ~< c4(n)ll ~, 112~ < c4(,)(11 r, 112 + I1'% 112)¢, (2.19) 
where c4(n) isa polynomial inn  of low degree. Since ,, from 
Eqs. (2.17)-(2.19) we have L AT2 2 ~ 
IIR, - R I  tl ~< IIA,, 112 + II u'r(&,)Tvl I2 
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Similarly, if we let R2 = vTI"2U + Af2, then we have the error bound on R2: 
IIk2- R2ll ~cs(n)(14 c3(n)csHH~(F)ll2 E e + c3(n)csHH°~(F)ll2 
where c5 (n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. 
Thus, if we let f2 be the computed O in Step 1 of Algorithm 2.2, then 
= f2 + R1(Af2 + VTAv, U) + (A¢, + UT(ATI)TV)R2 +Ao + O(e2). 
This implies 
II 0 - ~91l < II R, 112(11'% 1[2 + liar= 112) + (11'% 112 +[Ig,', I/=)11R2112 
+ 11,%112 + o(~%. 
But now IIR~I[2 = IIU~T[VlI2 --IIT~II~ ~<l and, similarly, IIR2112 ~< 1. And from 
[15] we have 
I1~o112 ~ c6(n)G 
where C6(r/) ~ n(n + 2)/2. Therefore, 
If(2- OII2 <~ (c4(n) + cs(n))(1-~ c3(n)cslIH°°(~)ll2  e e 
+ 2 c3 (n)cs I r/-/~ (~) ll2 q'- 66(n)¢ q- 0(£ 2) 
=(cT(n)+2c3(n)Cs~tl~(F)H2)e+O(e2), 
where e7(n) = c4(n) -~- cs(n) + C6(n). ['dl "] 
Similarly, if we let/)  be the computed D = [ ".. J in Step 2 of Al- 
gorithm 2.2, then dn 
1~= wT~~W ~-AD = wT(~-~.-~ AQ)W.avAD =D+ wT Aow-q-AD, 
where [[ADH 2 ~< e8(n)e, and c8(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. Thus, we 
have 
Ilb-Oll2<~(c9(n)-~ 2e3(n)c'~H~(~)lfz)e+O(eZ), (2.20) 
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where c9(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. So, to determine whether D/> 0, 
we exploit the perturbation bound Eq. (2.20). We discuss the details in the 
subsequent paragraphs. 
Using Eq. (2.20), we say D~0 if for some k E {1,2,. . .  ,n}, 
d, < - ( c9(n) + 2c3(n)GllH~"°(~)]12 ~" (2.21) 
That is, we say T2T(-I~O i fEq. (2.21) holds. If for all i E {1,2,. . .  ,n}, 
d,~>- (c9(n)-~ 2c3(n)csllH~(~)']2 ) 
then we say D/> 0. 
In Step 3 of Algorithm 2.1, we update the iterate ~: If the bisection method is 
adopted, 
r+ +r_  ~= 
2 
If the secant method is adopted, we separate it into two cases. For the first case 
case# = 1, we have rx = r~ (where r, is defined in Eq. (2.7)) and we consider 
(r+ -- r_)Crmin(Tl(r_ ) ) 
~=r_+ 
O'min(Tl (r+)) -k- O'min(Tl(r_)) ' 
which is the secant method applied to the function 
(2.22) 
-O'min (TI (r)) if r<~r,, (2.23) 
f ( r )  = O'min(T l(r)) if r >/rs. 
Since Eq. (2.22) involves the computation of the smallest singular value of /1,  
in practical implementation we can use the cheap URV-decomposition [23] to 
achieve this to avoid the costly singular value decomposition. For the second 
case case# = 0, we have rx = reb (= Ilazll~, where Ilazllo~ is defined in 
Eq. (2.2)). Thus we consider 
~=r_+ 
(r+ - r_) min tXt(H~(r-)) - 2j(Ho~(r-))l 
i~j;i~jElo 
min I£i(Ho~(r_)) - £j(no~(r_)) I 'min [~R(xk(n~(r+)))l + ~j:ij~10 
l<~k<<.2n 
(2.24) 
which is the secant method applied to the function 
- min [2i(Ho~(r))-2j(H~(r))[ if r<~reb, 
i~j;ijElo 
g(r) = m~nlgl(2k(H~(r)))] if r ) reb, 
(2.25) 
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where 2k (Ho~ (r)) denotes the kth (arranged in some order) eigenvalue of Ha (r) 
and 
Io = {ill <<. i <~ 2n, 2,(Ho~(r)) E A(Ho~(r)) fq C~}. 
There are two reasons for choosing (r) in this form. The first is that the 
minimum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of Hob(r) approaches zero as r 
decreases from c~ to reb. The second is that the distance between the nearest 
pair among the purely imaginary eigenvalues of H~(r) also approaches zero as 
r increases from 0 to reb, because there are multiple purely imaginary eigen- 
values for the real Hamiltonian matrix H~(rtb). 
We now give the stop criterions for Step 4 of Algorithm 2.1. Two types of 
stop criterions are given in the paper. Both are needed in our work. The first 
type is derived in terms of the error between the last ~ and the newly updated 
(= ~ + Ar-). The second one is derived in terms of the magnitude of the function 
considered evaluated at the stop point. 
For the first type of stop rules, let ~ = ~ + A~ be the newly updated iterate 
for ?. If case# = 1, then Eq. (2.22) is adopted within the secant method iter- 
ations and we have finally, 
(r+ -- r_)O'min (7"1 (F_)) 1 
Ar = O.min I (r+)) %" O'min(l" 1 (r_)) ~ 2 (r+ - -  r_), 
where J] defined in Eq. (2.16) is the computed matrix for TI. Consider the 
singular value decomposition of Tl, 
UTIV + ASVD = U(TI + ATj)V + ASVD. 
The round-off error inherited is less than or equal to IIAr~ [12 + IIAsvDII2 , which 
using Eq. (2.17) then gives 
liar, ll2 + IIAsvoll2 ~ (c,o(n) + c3(n)csllH~(r-)[[26 ) e, (2.26) 
where Clo(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. Thus we use the round-offerror 
formula (2.26) as our stop rule: The secant method stops if 
(r+ - r_) < 2(c,o(n) +C3(n)c'llH°~(r-)ll2 )e. (2.27) 
In case case# -- 0, Eq. (2.24) is adopted within the secant method iterations. 
And from Eq. (2.10), the computed eigenvalues 2k(H~(r_))'s atisfy 
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I(~,,(no~(r_)) - 2j(H~(r_))) - (2,.(Ho~(r_)) - 2j(n~(r-)))l 
= [(2e(Ho~(r_)) - ).,(Ho~(r_))) + (2j(n~(r_)) - )~j(no~(r_)))[ 
( 1 1 ) 
<<. ec,(n)[lH2 (r- )[12 [~( 2i)l]y~(r_ )xi(r_)[ k f~(2J)llY~ (r_ )xj(r_ )t 
(2.28) 
for i,j E Io, where xk(r_) and yk(r-) are, respectively, suitable right and left 
eigenvectors of H2(r_) corresponding to the eigenvalue --(~().k)) 2 with 
[]xk(r_)l I = ]]yk(r_)] I = 1. This, together with Eq. (2.25) suggests the stop cri- 
terion: 
(r+ - r _ )  < min 2~ecl(n)[lH2(r_)ll2( 1 
i~j:ijEl° [ , 1~(2,)1 [Y~ (r_)x i (r_)1 
1 ) )  (2.29) 
+ l~(~Allyf(r-)xj(r-)l 
So, if either Eq. (2.27) or Eq. (2.29) holds, we set r. = r+. 
For the second type of stop criterions. We utilize the foregoing results. In 
case case# = 1, we motivated from Eqs. (2.23) and (2.26) that if 
/ c3 (n)c~ IIH~ (r+ )112 "~ ~mi.(t,(r+//< ~f~0(") + 
then accept r. = r_; if 
O'min(~'l(F-)) "((~-'10(n)-~ c3(n)cs[]H~(F-)[12 ) 6 e, 
then accept r, = r_, where Clo(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. In case 
case# = 0, using Eq. (2.25) we are suggested from Eq. (2.24) that if 
minl~(2k(H~(r+)))[ ~< [[H~(r+)[12 
[yV(r+)x(r+)[ e' 
then accept r. = r+; and suggested from Eq. (2.28) that if 
min ]3(2e(H~(r_))) - 3(2j(Ho~(r_)))[ 
i~j;i,jClo 
< min fecl(n)[ln~(r_)l[~( 1 
i~J;'J~'° - \ I. 13(2, )l lYVi (r_)xi (r_)l 
1 
-~ [~(2j)llyf(r_)xj(r_)[)}' 
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then accept r, = r_. 
In Step 5 of Algorithm 2.1, we do double check for pushing the final result 
away from r,. At r,, T1 (r,) might be ill-conditioned (if case# = 1) and therefore 
the corresponding computed Riccati solution X(r,) := T2(r,)Tj -1 (r,) might be 
undesirable in engineering. So, instead of obtaining the true solution, we 
compute r, +Ar  such that Tz(r, +Ar) is well-conditioned. In view of 
Eq. (2.26), we say that T1 (r) is well-conditioned if 
amin(fel(r))~L=_¢(Clo(n)+ c3(n)csllH~(r*)[]2 ) 
6(Ho~(r.)) ~" 
Thus, in case case# = 1, one can easily obtain Ar > 0 by solving the equation 
O'min(Tl (r , -+- At) )  = L (2.30) 
in a right neighborhood of r,. And in case case# = 0, we first check whether 
/'1 (r,) is well-conditioned: If/'1 (r,) is well-conditioned, set Ar = 0; otherwise, 
solve Eq. (2.30) to get Ar > 0. 
We now illustrate the implications of doing this. Consider the eigencurves 
(plots of eigenvalues) of T2(r)Tl-l(r) shown in Fig. 4 (n = 2). 
Referring to Fig. 4, Tj (r) is nearly singular when r is nearby rx or #. Our goal 
is to find rx. Since the smallest eigenvalue of T2(r)Tf(r) is nearly zero when r 
(> #) is nearly ~, Steps 1 - 4 of Algorithm 2.1 might yield r, ,.~ #. In this case, 
Step 5 generates Ar with which Tl(r, +Ar) is well-defined. Assume 
T2(r, + Ar)T(-~(r, + Ar)/> 0, then Algorithm 2.1 will get the false solution #. 
We thus accept the false solution r, + Ar (~ ~ + Ar) as the final answer in 
r~ 
Fig. 4. Eigencurves of~(r)Tj-I(r) vs. r. 
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numerical sense, because in this situation condition (C1) in Section 1 holds 
numerically. Notice that we do this only for numerical purpose. This also 
suffices for the computation of state feedback controllers because of the safe- 
ness of the corresponding Riccati solution. 
When the true answer x is nearby reb defined in Eq. (2.1), the total number 
of iterations of Algorithm 2.1 will grow. To improve this defect, one can find 
an approximation ofre~ first, then set r_ = re~ in Algorithm 2.1. In practice, one 
can invoke Eq. (2.1) and use [4] and [6] to get reb within a few steps. In Sec- 
tion 2, we pointed out that to cope with the numerical stability, one has to 
avoid computing Z = Ric(H2) explicitly in practical implementation when the 
methods proposed in Refs. [4,5], or [6] are considered to compute 11Gz [1 o~. Thus, 
to compute the maximum singular value of Gz(tO~), we propose the usage of 
Eq. (2.5). Actually, to compute amax(Gz(tO))), we consider the method pro- 
posed in [15] for computing the SVD of a general matrix product or quotient. 
Let 
,~=l&=t(~o+6~o) and 22 = Z2+Az2 
be a computed purely imaginary eigenvalue of the matrix H~(r) defined in 
Eq. (1.1) and the computed stable eigenmatrix of the matrix /-/2 defined in 
Eq. (2.3), respectively. Then from Eq. (2.10) (or Eq. (2.11)) and Eq. (2.14), we 
have 
16~1 < c'(n)llg~(r)lt2 (or 16d < c2(n)lln~(r)ll2~), 
I~ollyTxl ~' lyTxl 
csc3(n)ltn2[12 
IAz, I < ~ ,, (2.32) 
where the definition of 6(H2) is analogous to that of 6(Hoo(~)) in Eq. (2.15). Let 
Az(IO9 ) : l(fO -'1- •co)(/l -{- Az, ) - AT(/I  -{- Az, ) "-1- cT  cI  (Z2 -t- Az2) 
= Az(,~o) + aAz(t~o) 
be the computed Az(tOa). Then 
]IAAz(t~)II ~< 16o~1 + ItAz, [Iz(l~ol + IIAI[2) + IlAz2ll21lc~c, II2 
+ 0(,2). (2.33) 
If the method in Ref. [15] is applied to compute a~,(Gz(ta~)), the transfer 
matrix practically used in that is 
Gz(*(o) = B'[(Z, + Az, )(Az(tdo) + aAz)-' C T. 
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Thus the gap between the practical computed maximum singular value of 
Gz(lOg), denoted by O'max(Gz), and  the actual one, denoted by O'max(Gz) , is 
[~max(az) -- O'max(Gz)] ~ [ffmax(az) -- O'max(az)[ 
+ IO'max(Gz) - -  O'max(az) [. 
So, if the method in Ref. [15] is used to compute #~ax(Gz), we have 
[°'max(az) -- O'max(az)] ~ eclj(n)l min ei+,[, (2.34) 
<~i<~n- 
where 
[ei+l] = HB~(i,i:n)2~(i:n,i:n)(flz(ub)) -l (i:n,i:n)C~(i:n,i + l:n)l12, 
and ell(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. On the other hand, since the 
singular value decomposition is numerical backward stable, we have 
IO-max(az) - O'max(Gz) I ~< c12(n)lGz(t~b ) - Gz(tOa)l 
<<- c~2(n)(IIB~Z~Az~ AAzC~It2 + IIB~gz, Az'C~ll2), (2.35) 
where c12(n) is a polynomial in n of low degree. Hence, form Eqs. (2.34), (2.35), 
and (2.31)-(2.33), the error bound for reb is 
I~eb -- r~l = ]~m,x(az) - am.x(a~)] 
<< reb { Cll (n)e+cl2( n ) [ cl(n) llH~ (re~ )ll2 
I~ollyWxl + 6(H2) 
] ) ,  +ItCT, C, II2) ~ +IlB,Az C~lJz cl2(n)CsC3(n)llH2l[2 
6(142) 
F 
~e~ Jell(n) + 
cl2(n)cl (n)l lH2 (reb)[]2 
L d~lly'rxl 
csc3(n)lln=ll2 (1~ol + IIAIIz 
+ 0(~ 2) 
c,2(n)csc3 (n)IIH2112 .(1 ] 
0(n2) + I~ol + IIAII2 + IIcTGII2) ~ (~ Ago). 
Remark 2.4. Obviously, the error bound of rgb is larger than those of rx 
obtained by using Algorithm 2.1. Let ~eb be obtained by using the method of 
[6]. In order to improve it, we can apply one step of the secant method iteration 
Eq. (2.24) to get a more reliable ~eb. Before starting out the secant method, we 
have to choose a suitable [r_, r+]-interval. Let Aeb be the last increment of 
iterate generated in the computation of ~eb. Here we then consider the 
emptiness of A(H~(~eb))N Co as the discriminant of adjusting the interval 
[r_,r+] in terms of ?eb and Aeb: If A(H~(~eb))ACo#O, set [r_,r+]= 
[?eb, ~eb + 2. Agb]; if A(H~(reb)) A Co = 0, set [r_, r+] = [reb -- 2. Aeb, ?gb]. After 
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the new ?eb is computed, we let r, = ?eb and substitute it into Step 5 of 
Algorithm 2.1 for double checking. 
2.3. Numerical Examples 
This section gives some numerical examples concerning the state feedback 
problem. The first two examples are taken directly from [21]. All the examples 
are experimented using MATLAB. r~ denotes the infimum of r such that con- 
dition (C1) in Section 1 holds, reb denotes the infimum of r such that 
A(H~(r))  N Co = (3, Ha(r)  denotes the Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. (1.1), and/42 
denotes the Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. (2.3). 
Example 2.1. We first look at the simple example with 






which is open-loop stable. It is shown in [21] that 
rx = reb = - -  ~ 0.7071067811865476 
2 
for this example. It only takes one step to get this by using the formula (2.1) 
and applying the method of [6] (as claimed in [6], the Ha-norm computation of 
many systems could be done in one step by using their lower bound). In fact, 
the computed Z := Rie(H2) is 4.142135623730951 e - 1. And the final answer is 
rx = 7.071067811865475e- 1. This example illustrates the importance of reb. 
So it is worth-while to compute it first. 
Example 2.2. Consider the open-loop unstable system 
i °' 
I 11 0 
with [1 
A= 0 " 
It can be shown by fundamental lgebraic manipulations that 
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,/,o + _,_m 
reb = V 35 ~ 0.7183762990899993 
for this example. It also takes only one step to get this by using Eq. (2.1) and 
the algorithm of [6]. Actually, the computed feb is 
reb = 7.183762990899991e- . 
Using Eq. (2.9), we see an upper bound of rx is given by r÷ = 1. Applying 
Algorithm 2.1, we then get rx = 1 in one step only (this happens because we 
additionally check whether r÷ is the desired answer before enter into the 
bisection stage). This example illustrates the upper bound Eq. (2.9) is a good 
one. 
Example 2.3. We now replace the matrix A in Example 2.2 with 
o4] 
It can also be shown by simple algebraic manipulations that r~b = 1 for this 
example. But now it takes five steps to get it by using Eq. (2.1) and the algo- 
rithm of [6]. The initial lower bound of feb given in [6] is 
7.071067811865479e- 1. And the corresponding absolute errors of the five 
iterations are of order O(10-1), O(10-2), O(10-s), O(10-10), and O(10-16), 
respectively. The final computed value of reb is 9.999999999999996e -- 1. Using 
(2.9), an upper bound of rx is again given by r+ = 1. Applying Algorithm 2.1, 
we then also get rx = l only in one step. 
Example 2.4. Consider the system 
G(s) = Cl 0 DI2 , 
D21 0 
with 
32 ' ' 15 --T'6 ' A= 
]-6 
['0 ] ] BI=CT= 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 '  D21----D1T2= 0 0 1 ' 
It takes one step to get reb by using Eq. (2.1) and [6]. The computed value of rib 
is 
~b = 6.964145104374526e - 1. 
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Applying Algorithm 2.1, we then get rx = feb in one step. On the other hand, let 
ry denote the infimum of r such that condition (C2) in Section 1 holds, and let 
~b denote the infimum of r such that A(Joc(r)) N Co = 0, where J~(r) denotes 
the Hamiltonian matrix Eq. (1.2). With A, B1, B2, and Cl replaced by A T, C1 T, 
C T, and B T, respectively, we can use the techniques described in Example 2.2 to 
get ~b= 2.180479761749688 in one step and an upper bound r+ = 
2.776783103109428 of ry. Using ~b as a lower bound and r+ as an upper bound, 
Algorithm 2.1 with 
Tol = 10 -3 ~b + r+ • - -  ~ 2.48 × 10 -3 
2 
generates the iterates as follows (JA~] denotes the gap between the last iterate 
and the newly updated one): 
Iteration ~ [A~[ 
The bisection method 
1 2.478631432429558 - 
2 2.627707267769494 1.49e - I 
7 2.772124483255056 4.66e - 3 
8 2.774453793182242 2.33e - 3 
The secant method 
1 2.776302609856409 - 
2 2.776301870844093 7.39e - 7 
3 2.776301871139346 2.95e - 10 
4 2.776301871139343 2.66e - 15 
Thus we obtain ry ~ 2.776301871139343. 
3. Solution for output feedback case 
In Section 2, we devised a method for solving the state-feedback problem. 
Because conditions (CI) and (C2) in Section 1 are natural dual of each other, 
both rx, the infimum of r such that (C1) holds, and r e, the infimum of r such 
that (C2) holds, can be obtained using the same techniques. This section is 
mainly devoted to the problem of finding r*, the infimum of r such that con- 
ditions (C1), (C2), and (C3) in Section 1 hold simultaneously. 
Let H~(r) and J~(r) be the Hamiltonian matrices given by Eqs. (1.1) and 
(1.2), respectively. Since Algorithm 2.1 generates an approximation ?x of rx 
such that X(~x) := Ric(H~(~'x)) exists and is positive semi-definite, for conve- 
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nience, in the remainder of the paper we shall let rx denote the computed value 
obtained by using Algorithm 2.1 rather than the actual one. Similarly, ry is also 
used to denote the computed value of "ry". Thus, Y(ry) := Ric(J~(r~)) exists 
and is positive semi-definite. 
Let rm = max{rx, ry}. Then, according to Theorem 2.1 and the definitions of 
rx and ry, X(r)  := Ric(Hoo(r) and Y(r) := Ric(Joo(r) ) exist whenever r I> rm. In 
the meantime, we have further X(r)  >>. 0 and Y(r) >t 0, for r >t rm. Clearly, rm is 
a lower bound of r*. For every r i> r,, define 
p(r) = p(X(r) Y(r)). (3. I) 
It is shown in Ref. [l 7] that the function p is decreasing on the interval [r,,, oo). 
We now use the geometrical natures of the two curves y = p(r) and y = r 2 to 
devise a method for computing r*. 
If p(rm) <x ~,  then clearly we have r* = rm, since r 2 is a strictly increasing 
function of r and p(r) is decreasing; on the other hand, if p(rm) > ~,  then the 
two curves y = p(r) and y = r 2 must intersect at r = r* (> rm) and, further, 
must be an upper bound of r*, see Fig. 5. 
In case p(r~) <<. ~,  we immediately get r* = r,, and no more computation is 
needed. Otherwise, in case p(r,,) > ~,  we have a lower bound r~ and an upper 
bound ~ of r*. Thus we can apply the bisection method and the secant 
method to find the zero of the function p(r) - r 2 on the interval [rm, ~ ] .  
Since the numerical implementations i volved are standard, here we omit the 
details and only outline the algorithm in the next section. As before, a 
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Fig. 5. y = p(r) vs. y = r 2. 
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method are that the geometrical nature of p(r) is used and that an upper bound 
is obtained. 
3.1. Algorithm for solving the output feedback case 
Algorithm 3.1 (Bisection and secant method). This algorithm computes r*, the 
infimum of r such that conditions (C1)-(C3) in Section 1 hold simultaneously. 
Let Tol be a threshold for the bisection method to stop and the secant method 
to start. 
Step 1. Find the respective infima rx and ry oft  such that (C1) and (C2) hold, 
using Algorithm 2. I. 
Step 2. Set ~ = max{rx, re}. 
Step 3. Compute p(~), where p(r) is defined in Eq. (3.1). 
Step 3.1. If p(~) ~< ~2, set r* = ~. Stop. 
Step 3.2. If p(?) > ~z, set r_ = ~ and r+ = V/ -~.  
Step 4. Update the iterate ?: 
If r+ - r_ >>, Tol, update f by bisection method. 
If r÷ - r_ < Tol, update ~ by secant method applied to the function 
p(r) - r 2, where p(r) is defined in Eq. (3.1). 
Step 5. Stop criterion: 
If Eq. (3.5) holds, then accept r* = ?. Stop. 
Else Go to Step 4. 
3.2. Numerical aspects and error analysis 
The key step of Algorithm 3.1 which may cause the major numerical error is 
Step 3 for computing p(X(~)Y(F)). To avoid the explicit computation of X(~) 
and Y(~), consider X(~)= X2(?)X 7' (~) and Y(~)= Y2(~)YI -l (~), where 
Im( [  x'(~) =z (Hob(f)) and Im([Yl(r)])Y2(r) -- ~-(Joc(r)). 
Applying the periodic QZ-algorithm ([3,16]), we can find orthogonal matrices 
U,, U2, V~, and Vz such that 
u, x2( )v: =22 =9,  u2r2( )v, = ;2 =9,  
U2X, (~)V2 = 2, =~] ,  U, Y, (~) Vj = I 7, =~]  
are the periodic Schur forms of XI (~), X2(?), I/1 (r), and Y2(?), where Xl, X2, Y,, 
and Y2 are upper triangular. From this, we see the matrix Xz(~)X1-1 
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(F) Y2 (F) Yl -l (r) is similar to the upper triangular matrix `(2`(1 -l/72 ~-l. Thus, one 
can easily get all eigenvalues ofX(f)Y(~) from the diagonal parts of the upper 
triangular matrices `(1, -~2, YI, and I12 without any matrix inversion. 
Let -(1, -(2, ~, and ]72 be the computed -(1, -(2, ~'1, and ~'2, respectively. Then 
by [16], we have 
` ( i=L+Ax,  and Y /=~+Ar , ,  
with which 
[Ax, I ~<4ecx~(n)llX,l[2 and IAv,.I <~4ecr,(n)llY,tl2, 
for i = 1,2, where Cx,(n)'s and cr,(n)'s are polynomials in n of low degree. This 
implies the gap between the computed spectral radius/~(X(~)Y(~)) ofX(~)Y(F) 
and its corresponding true spectral radius p(X(?)Y(~)) satisfies 
I&(x(~)Y(~)) - p(X(~)Y(f))[ 
~< 4e IIX(~)Y(~)II2 can) + O(d), (3.2) 
I~Tul 
where u, v are, respectively, the right and left eigenvectors of X(~)Y(~) that 
correspond to the eigenvalue 2 of X(~)Y(~) with 121 = p(X(f) Y(~)), and cp(n) is 
a polynomial in n of low degree. 
Now, let r* denote the unique point in the r-axis such that 
p(X(r*)Y(r*)) = (r*) 2 and ? be the computed value of r* by using Algorithm 
3.1. In the following, we discuss a stop criterion for Algorithm 3.1. 
Assume here that IF - r* I < r*e. Let 
- c, cT -  c~c~ V(r'), 
Here I. denotes the identity matrix of size n and ® denotes the Kronecker 
product operator. From the perturbation theory [24] for algebraic Riccati 
equations, we have 
[IX(P) - X(r*)ll2 <~ 2qx(r*)2fl B, 11~¢ + O(~2), 
II r(i.) - Y(r*)112 ~< 2qr(r*) 2 [[C, 1122.e + O(e2), 
(3.3) 
where 
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qx = IIWxL(XT(r *) ®S(r*))ll2, qr = [IV'7~(YW(r *) ® Y(r*))llz. 
Thus, from ([14], Theorem 7.2.3) and Eq. (3.3), 
Ip(x(~)r(~)) - p(X(r*)Y(r*))l 
~< xllX(~)Y(~) - X(r*)Y(r*)llz 
<<. 2x(r*)Z[llX(r*)ll=qrHC, II~ + HY(r*)ll2qxlln, ll~]e + o(e2), (3.4) 
where x is a constant. Therefore, from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4), we have 
I~(X(~)Y(~)) - ~1 ~< I~(X(~)r(~)) - p(x(~)Y(~))[ 
+ Ip(X(~)Y(~)) - p(X(r*)Y(r*))l + Ip(X(r*)Y(r*)) - P'I 
= Ih(X(~)Y(~)) - P(X(~)Y(~))I 
+ IP(X(k)r(~)) - p(X(r*)Y(r*))l + I(r') 2 - Yl 
f4 IIx(~)Y(~)112 ~< ~ IvTu I cp(n) + 2K(r*)2[llX(r*)ll2q, llftll2z 
+llr(r*)ll2qxlln~ I1~] + 21r*12}c + O(~2). (3.5) 
Therefore, Eq. (3.5) suggests a stop criterion of Algorithm 3.1 for the com- 
putation of r*. In practical implementation, we may choose cp(n) = n, x = n 2, 
and Ivrul = 1. 
3.3. Numer ica l  examples 
This section gives two numerical examples concerning the output feedback 
problem. 
Example 3.1. We first look at the control system G(s) given by Example 2.1. It 
can be shown by simple algebraic manipulations that 
r* =x/3 -  1 ~ 0.7320508075688772 
for this example. Similar to Example 2.1, in addition to gives 
rx = 0.7071067811865475, Algorithm 2.1 also gives ry -- 0.7071067811865475. 
Thus, in Algorithm 3.1, Step 2 gives the first iterate ~ -- 0.7071067811865475. 
Then Step 3 gets 
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p(~) ~ 1.0000e - 1 > fl ~ 5.0000e - 1 
and r_ --- ~ = 0.7071067811865475, r÷ = ~ = 9.999999999999998e - 1. 
Thus, Steps 4 and 5 of  Algorithm 3.1 generates the iterate P as follows (here we 
use Tol = 10 -3 and the notation IA~I denotes the gap between the last iterate 
and the newly updated one): 
Iteration ~ IA~[ 
The bisect ionmethod 
1 8.535533905932736e - 1
2 7.803300858899105e - 1
8 7.311331780423385e - 1
9 7.317052351103335e - 1
The secant method 
1 7.320519832623338e - I 
2 7.320508035812071e - 1
3 7.320508075689477e - 1
4 7.320508075688773e - 1
7.32e - 2 
1.14e - 3 
5.72e - 4 
1.18e - 6 
3.99e - 9 
7 .04e-  14 
Thus we obtain r* ~ 7.320508075688773e - 1. 
Example 3.2. Now, we consider the control system G(s) of  Example 2.4. It was 
shown there that Algorithm 2.1 exhibits 
= 6.964145104374526e- 1 and ~ = 2.776301871139343. 
So Step 2 of  Algorithm 3.1 results in ~ = 2.776301871139343, and the algo- 
rithm continues. But in this example, this requires 34 steps of  bisection iter- 
ation together with 4 steps of  secant iteration, since in Step 3.2 we get an 
upper bound r+ = ~ ~ 5.23e + 7, which is too large. The reason is that 
Y(~) := Ric(J~(~)) is too large in norm in this situation. Thus, for conve- 
nience, we present the results here using another starting value of  ~. In the 
following, we replace the initial ~ by ~ = max{rx, ry} + 1. Step 3 of  Algorithm 
3.1 gives 
r_ = 2.776301871139343 and r÷ = 3.776301871139343. 
Steps 4 and 5 then generates the iterate ~ as follows (here we use Tol = 10 -3 
and the notation IA~[ denotes the gap between the last iterate ~ and the newly 
updated one): 
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Iteration ~ IA~I 
The bisection method 
1 3.276301871139343 - 
2 3.526301871139343 2.50e - 1 
8 3.413020621139343 3.91e - 3 
9 3.414973746139343 1.95e - 3 
The secant method 
1 3.413688526653590 - 
2 3.413687707924532 8.19e - 7 
3 3.413687708926450 1.00e - 9 
4 3.413687708926450 8.88e - 16 
Thus we obtain r* ~ 3.413687708926450. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In the paper, we reformulate the problem of finding the infimum of r such 
that conditions (C1-C3) in Section 1 hold simultaneously. We solve the three 
conditions one by one. 
First, we consider the problem of finding rx, the infimum of r such that (C1) 
holds. We characterize rx in Theorem 2.3 in terms of the singularity of the 
upper-half of the basis vectors of Z-(H~ (r)), then use the secant method to find 
it. Additionally, several new stable techniques of using the well-known formula 
Eq. (2.1) ([11,17,22]) to get the lower bound are discussed in Section 2. This 
improves the stability problem of using Eq. (2.1), and hence accelerates the 
convergence. Next, we also use the same techniques to solve condition (C2). 
Finally, based on the decreasing property of p(X(r)Y(r)), we invoke the so- 
lutions to (C 1) and (C2) to devise an easy way of the determination of an upper 
bound of the solution to (C3), and use this to initialize the bisection iteration. 
The methods proposed in this work are applicable ven if one of the two 
conditions (C1) and (C2) fails before the condition (C3) as r decrease from c~. 
For example, consider the control system G(s) given in Example 2.4. It was 
known that 
rx = 0.6964145104374526 and ry = 2.776301871139343. 
Moreover, r* = 3.413687708926450. When r0 = 2.25, the condition (C3) still 
holds with 
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p(X(ro)Y(ro))  ~ 4.7917 < 5.0625 = ~,  
and IIX(r0)ll~ ~ 0.86862, IIY(r0)ll2 ~ 6.1115. But now the condit ion (C2) fails, 
since the two eigenvalues of Y(ro) are approximately 0.3644 and -1.6077, re- 
spectively. So, (C2) fails before (C3) for this example. This illustrates the ne- 
cessity of finding rx and ry. 
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